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Toolventory
PROFESSIONAL TOOLS FOR CAR WRAPPING,
WINDOW TINTING AND PPF APPLICATIONS

CLEANING
CUTTING
INSTALLATION
OTHER TOOLS

CLEANING

SMT-1100 | Avery Surface Cleaner
Looking for a universal cleaner that leaves
no residue on the surface? Avery Surface
Cleaner is a high-performance cleaner
that enables you to remove all kinds of
residue in one single action, including dirt,
wax, tectyl, light silicone, cock-pit sprays,
and more. A highly user-friendly cleaner, it
can also be used for removing small adhesive residues from surfaces.

SMT-1200 | Triumph MK3 Straight
Forget toy scrapers, start using professional
tools! The world’s leading professional glass
scraper, with straight 15 cm wide head for
cleaning.

SMT-1101 | Avery Adhesive Remover
Never said that this stuff is cheap, but it
works. The Avery Adhesive Remover is
a high-performance cleaner designed to
make sure that substrates are adhesivefree when graphics are removed.

SMT-1201 | Triumph MK3 Angled
Forget toy scrapers, start using professional
tools! The world’s leading professional glass
scraper, with an angled 15 cm wide head.

Hint: Use the straight scraper for general window cleaning, and the angled
one for removing graphics and films.

SMT-1211 | Carbon Steel Blade
Carbon steel single edge blade into
SMT-1210 and SMT-1213. Pack of 100.

SMT-1202 | Triumph Carbon Steel Blade
A double-edge carbon steel blade, making it economical
to use. Replacement blades for SMT-1200 and SMT-1201.
Hint: We prefer carbon steel for scrapers as a more
perfect job can be accomplished. Pay attention not to
leave the blade in the scraper, remove it after use to
avoid rusting.

SMT-1210 | Heavy Duty Razor
Metal cased, 4-cm glass scraper.

SMT-1212 | Plastic Razor Blades
SMT-1213 | 1” Blade Aid Plastic Scraper
Plastic handle for any 1” blade.

Replacement blade for SMT-1210. Perfect for removing
adhesive and leftover film from surfaces that can be easily
damaged. Pack of 100.
Hint: Great to protect defroster lines, but still take care
when using it.
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Avery Wrap Care and Cleaning products

CLEANING

The appropriate cleaning and care of car wrapping films are crucial
from the point of view of the durability and appearance of your wrap.
It is important to carry out cleaning using the right tools, therefore
Avery developed a product line specifically for their films, which
helps you maintain the original look of your wrap.

SMT-1113 | Avery Supreme

Wrap Care Cleaner
/ 946ml

A general cleaning agent for regular
use, which removes dust, light dirt and
fingerprints from the film.

SMT-1114 | Avery Supreme

Wrap Care Power Cleaner
/ 946ml

This is a strong cleaning agent for difficult
stains, such as bird droppings, road grime and
tree sap.

SMT-1115 | Avery Supreme

Wrap Care Sealant
/ 946ml

It creates a protective layer on the film
surface, therefore stains, bird droppings and tree sap can be removed
more easily.
Hint: It is highly important to seal
the surface of porous materials. If
regular cleaning is carried out, the
wrap will get stained less and will
be considerably more durable.
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CLEANING

SMT-1302 | UNGER Squeegee

SMT- 1304 | Replacement Squeegee

and Channel

Blade 140”

Stainless steel channel and soft rubber
squeegee blade, ca. 15 cm.

Replacement blades for unger squeegee channel,
used for window cleaning, not installation.

SMT-1303 | UNGER Squeegee
and Channel

Stainless steel channel and soft rubber
squeegee blade, ca. 45 cm.

SMT-1301 | Ergonomic UNGER Pro Handle
Features a spring mechanism for quick changing of
blades. Very comfortable handle to work with.

SMT-1401 | Clean Clay 150 gr
Clay for cleaning burnt-in dust from the
surface of the car, which does not damage the
paintwork. To be used with water.

SMT-1404 | Molding & Trim Removal Kit
SMT-1405 | Molding & Trim Removal Kit
Plastic molding and trim removal kit, 5 / 11 pieces.
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SMT-1300 | UNGER Pro Handle
Universal, rubber-coated squeegee handle. It works with many different squeegee
blade attachments: Clear Max, Blue Max,
Blue Squeegee Blade and the regular
squeegee blade with the soft rubber insert
in the stainless steel channels.

SMT- 1400B | 3M Microfibre Cloth
Washable, reusable and antistatic with strong dust
absorbability. Available in different colours so you can
easily distinguish between cloths used for different
workphases.
• SMT-1400G
• SMT-1400R
• SMT-1400Y

SMT-1403 | Emblem Removal Tool
Used to help you easily remove emblems and other signs. The cutting tape
can be fixed into the handles, and it will
not damage the paintwork. Shipped with
100 cutting tapes.

CUTTING

SMT-2100 | OLFA Silver 2
The universal knife of any tint or wrap shop
with stainless steel handle. Designed for either left or right-handed use.

SMT-2105 | OLFA PA-2
Never run out of blades. 9 mm multiblade knife, it holds up to 5 blades. That’s
65 new cutting segments per load.

SMT-2102 | OLFA SPC-1
Always leaving your knife in the car? Then
perhaps you should try this economy knife
with plastic handle.

Hint: Being up on the scaffold or
hanging on a rope, it can be very
useful if you have a multi-blade
knife in your hands.

SMT-2104 | OLFA 180 Black

SMT-2101 | OLFA XA-1

Steel-cased knife used for light duty cutting jobs.

An ergonomic knife with a comfortable rubber grip.

SMT-2103 | OLFA ES-1/GREEN
Caring for the environment? All plastic parts
made from 100% recycled materials
Hint: This knife has a thick plastic casing
making it slidable on vinyl. This is very useful for wrapping jobs.

SMT-2110 | NT A-300GR Aluminum Knife
Don’t like OLFA? Ok, we still have it for you.
9 mm utility knife with stainless steel.

NEW
SMT-2204 | Avery Dennison Snitty
Blade (box of 10)

Blade for Avery Snitty

SMT-2111 | NT Pro A-1
Regarded by many installers as the finest
professional knife available. The blade can
be advanced in 1/2 segment increments
for precision control.

SMT-2120 | Avery Snitty
The Snitty is a mini-slitting tool, used for
cutting self-adhesive material.
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Knifeless Tape

CUTTING

SMT-2302 | Knifeless Tape Design Line 50m
Allows stretching, follows contours and turns easily in
any direction. Excellent for creating designs & stripes
with no extra steps required to achieve a perfect cut.

SMT-2300 | Knifeless Tape
Line 50m

Finish

Finish Line Knifeless Tape is a product that can be used to
cut vinyl graphic films and vehicle wrap films without using
a knife. Used for most wrap applications. Conformable
around bumpers, door handles, mirrors, etc.
Hint: Although the film can be stretched, it is recommended to use it in itself, without overstretching.

NEW
SMT-2114 | NT A553P knife with multiple
blades and plastic casing

Knife with a plastic casing which is well-slideable
and which does not damage the car body. Multiple
blades can be fixed in the handle, so you do not
have to worry about changing the blades.

NEW
SMT-2130 | YelloTools FingerTip
KnifePen

Special knife for the fingers that makes
precision cuts possible.

Hint: Knife in a plastic casing, slideable even
near recesses, the body of the car will not be
damaged.

NEW
SMT-2402 | YelloTools

BladeBreaker II

Do away with pieces of blades lying
around, this tool will keep them
safely in one place.

NEW
SMT-2403 | YelloTools

WrapSlipCut Clipper

A tool for straight cuts with a defined depth.

NEW
SMT-2404 | YelloTools CutGrip
Universal handle for knives, for both the
left- and right-handed.
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CUTTING

SMT-2205 | OLFA SS Blade

SMT-2206 | OLFA CS Blade

Standard-duty stainless steel snap-off
replacement blades. 50 blades per pack.

Exclusively designed for maximum cutting performance. 50 blades per pack.

SMT-2401 | OLFA DC-4
Tired of blade pieces covering your floor?
Use this handy pocket-size can for quick and
safe snap-off.

NEW
SMT-2113 | OLFA A-2 9 mm knife

NEW

A multi-blade, 9 mm knife. Five blades can
be loaded into the handle, the change of
blades is automatic. It is ideal for situations
where changing the blade is inconvenient
(e.g. when working on scaffolding)

SMT-2207 | KDS SB-50 Stainless steel blade
Stainless steel blade from KDS, recommended for cuts
on glass

SMT-2200 | Cobra Blade 60°

SMT-2201 | Cobra Blade 30°

Looking for something sharp? Special titanium coated blades from
Germany, 60° angle, pack of 10
blades.

Looking for something sharp? Special
titanium coated blades from Germany,
30° angle, pack of 10 blades.

Hint: Cuts PU films like butter.
Try it and you will forget all other
blades.

Hint: Great for small precision cuts
during car wraps. For longer cuts,
use the larger angle blade instead.

NEW
SMT-2123| BodyGuard Knife Teflon
The perfect knife to prepare car wrapping and
decorative films, designed specifically to cut the
liner without damaging the adhesive or the film
itself. This teflon-coated knife is slidable along the
adhesive without leaving any marks or lines.
Replacement blades: SMT-2208
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Self-healing, non-yellowing paint protection film with
water-repellent nano technology for easier cleanability.

www.skyfol.hu
www.ppfnano.com

INSTALLATION
SMT-3100 | Avery Squeegee Pro
The Squeegee Pro is a medium flex squeegee, and a highly effective tool for flat or
slightly curved surfaces. A great choice for
vehicle wraps and day-to-day applications
like wall panels.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3101 | Avery Squeegee Pro
Flexible

SMT-3102 | Avery Squeegee Pro Rigid

The Squeegee Pro Flexible is a softer and
more flexible version of the SMT-1300, an
excellent choice for curved applications
such as wheel arches and car bonnets /
bumpers.

The Squeegee Pro Rigid is the most rigid squeegee
in Avery Dennison’s collection, specially designed
for flat application of thick and rigid high-performance products, such as Conform Chrome films.

STIFFNESS:

STIFFNESS:

SMT-3106 | Teflon White
A universal squeegee which can be used
for any film. It is especially popular with
window tinters.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3105 | Lil Chizler
Ideal for removing decals, film or adhesive from sensitive surfaces. Used for
pressing down small film creases or air
bubbles.

SMT-3125 | Contour Yellow
A universal squeegee which can be
used for any film. It is especially popular
with window tinters.
STIFFNESS:

STIFFNESS:
Hint: You can also use this tool for
cleaning barbeque, no kiddin’.

SMT-3103 | 3M Gold
SMT-3104 | 3M Blue
3M Blue Squeegee is used for applying window film, vinyl graphics, paint protection films
and vehicle wrap films. The Blue card is more
flexible than the SMT-3103.

3M Gold Squeegee is used for applying window film, vinyl graphics, paint protection films
and vehicle wrap films. The Gold card is less
flexible than the SMT-3104.
STIFFNESS:

STIFFNESS:
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INSTALLATION
SMT-3111 | ECO Squeegee
A high-quality, economical squeegee for
general use. Ideal for light to medium weight
graphic film, vinyl, tape, and pressure-sensitive applications.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3126 | Green Soft Flex Squeegee
A unique squeegee made from the mixture of
rubber and plastic, with outstanding flexibility.
Especially applicable with curved surfaces.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3110 | Nylon Squeegee
This nylon-coated, extra durable squeegee
ideal for most medium and heavy weight films,
graphics, vinyl, tapes.
STIFFNESS:

NEW
SMT-3140 | Dura Chisel
Plastic card with a strengthened edge for
film removal. Similar to Lil Chizler but with
a thicker edge.

SMT-3109 | The Chizzler
One sized polycarbonate tool has proven invaluable for removing materials
and applying others in tight corners.

STIFFNESS:

STIFFNESS:

NEW

Hint: Has a rigid edge and harder
than the Lil Chizler, not as sharp,
but much more durable.

SMT-3145 | Yellow Chisler soft
Small, very flexible squeegee for hard
-to-reach spots
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3113 | The

Conquerer

The Conquerer is the original corner reach
tool. Features a soft squeegee blade along
one edge and point hard card tips on the ends
making it a versatile staple to any tool kit.
STIFFNESS:
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SMT-3114 | Blue Conquerer
Similar to the original Conquerer (SMT-3113)
with a slightly harder durometer for more
squeegeeing power.
STIFFNESS:

INSTALLATION
SMT-3112 | Gasket Push Stick
This tool is used for pushing down door window
gaskets to assist in film installation on roll down
windows.

SMT-3117 | Yellow Power Stroke

SMT-3115 | Blue Power Stroke

The original handheld molded squeegee,
designed to fit comfortably in your hand.
Measures 14,5 cm from tip to tip. The Yellow
Power Stroke works well with dyed films and
the first pass on metal films.

The original handheld molded squeegee, designed to fit comfortably in your hand. Measures 14,5 cm from tip to tip. The Blue Power
Stroke has a durometer for ultimate moisture
removal, especially for sputtered films.

STIFFNESS:

STIFFNESS:

SMT-3122 | MacTac felt squeegee
The soft felt is designed to avoid scratching.
Recommended for paint protection or vinyl
graphic installations.

SMT-3422 | The Monkey Strip

NEW
SMT-3144 | EZ Wing White
Special triangular squeegee with a curved edge
(easier squeegeeing), strong front tip (easy to
reach under the sealings) and with a special top
tip (to remove wrinkles)
STIFFNESS:

Self-adhesive felt developed by a car wrapping
veteran. If you’ve tried it once, you’ll never look
for another felt.
•
•
•
•

SMT-3422: 10 pcs/pack
SMT-3423: 25 pcs/pack
SMT-3424: 50 pcs/pack
SMT-3425: 100 pcs/pack

SMT-3119 | EZ Reach
With smooth edges and a precision point, this
tool will enable you to lay down the film and
push out creases in the tightest areas.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3121 | Universal Squeegee

NEW
SMT-3426 | Monkey Strips Felt

Squeegee Covers XL

Self-adhesive felt designed for larger
squeegees (Speed Wing), to avoid scratches.

Basic, 4” bondo card for multiple uses. This
universal card features a firm flex and can
be used on window film, vinyl graphics, paint
protection films and vehicle wraps.
STIFFNESS:
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INSTALLATION

ProToolsNow Squeegees

SMT-3127 | EZ Wing
Special squeegee with tips similar
to Chizzler, with a stiffer head and
more curved edges.

SMT-3128 | 4” Speed Wing Lime
SMT-3129 | 6” Speed Wing Lime
Squeegee with one straight and one slightly
curved side, made from high quality materials
for good slidability. Available in 10 cm and 15
cm versions
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3427 | Sunny Tucker
Sunny Tucker is a tool specially designed
for car wrapping. One end is perfectly fit
for squeegeeing hard-to-reach edges,
such as edges at doors and around
headlights. The other end also makes
squeegeeing easier at hard-to-reach spots.

SMT-3130 | 4” Speed Wing Lemon
SMT-3131 | 6” Speed Wing Lemon
Squeegee with one straight and one slightly
curved side, made from high quality materials
for good slidability. Available in 10 cm and 15
cm versions.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3134 | Grip-N-Glide Yellow
Grip-N-Glide features an ergonomic
handle with a high performance, interchangeable blade. For window film, car
wrap and PPF applications.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3132 | 4” Speed Wing Cherry
SMT-3133 | 6” Speed Wing Cherry
Squeegee with one straight and one slightly
curved side, made from high quality materials
for good slidability. Available in 10 cm and 15
cm versions.

SMT-3135 | Grip-N-Glide Orange
Grip-N-Glide features an ergonomic
handle with a high performance, interchangeable blade. For window film, car
wrap and PPF applications.

STIFFNESS:

STIFFNESS:

SMT-3136 | Grip-N-Glide Yellow Blade
6-mm thick blade for maximal squeegeeing
power, fitting perfectly into the handles of SMT3134 and SMT-3135, for wet or dry applications.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3137 | Grip-N-Glide Orange Blade
6-mm thick blade for maximal squeegeeing power,
fitting perfectly into the handles of SMT-3134 and
SMT-3135, for wet or dry applications.
STIFFNESS:
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INSTALLATION
SMT-3212 | Clear Max
The Clear Max squeegee blades are softer
than SMT-3211. Perfect for dyed window film
installations; this softness does make it more
difficult to remove mounting solution on thicker
and high performance films.
STIFFNESS:

NEW
SMT-3142 | Gator Blade II

NEW
SMT-3141 | Gator Blade I

Plastic tool for film removal, with an
ergonomic handle
STIFFNESS:

Plastic tool for film removal, with an
ergonomic handle.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3403 | Black Rubber Squeegee
71 cm Squeegee tool used for glass cleaning,
usually cut into smaller lengths before use.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3402 | Green Turbo Blade
The green turbo is perfect for paint protection
installs, can be cut down to size.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3210 | Silver Security Blade
8” Blue Squeegee Blade replacement for the
8” Silver Security Squeegee (SMT-3209).

SMT-3214 | Avery FleXtreme
The FleXtreme is a micro-squeegee that is
specifically designed for vinyl graphics applications. The blue (harder) FleXtreme is designed
to apply film at narrow curves and edges, to
ensure seamless application. The red (softer)
FleXtreme is an ideal tool to support film application in narrow, concave parts of a car.

SMT-3209 | Silver Security Squeegee
Comfortable, ergonomic handle is designed
especially for security film installation. The
curved handle applies more pressure to surface, reducing fatigue and ensuring easier,
better installations.
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INSTALLATION

Blue Max Squeegees

SMT-3211 | Blue Max

SMT-3213 | UNGER + Blue Max

Installation squeegee for automotive and flat
glass applications. Stiffer than SMT-3212, so this
tool is excellent for water removal.

Ready-to-use installation squeegee that uses
angled Blue Max (SMT-3211) and specially
modified Unger Pro handle.

NEW

STIFFNESS:

SMT-3222 | 5” Blue Max Squeegee,
Straight

One of the basic tools of the window film
professional. Blue Max can be used very well
to remove large quantities of water during
installation. Slanted, straight edge
STIFFNESS:

NEW
SMT-3223 | 5” Blue Max Squeegee, square
One of the basic tools of the window film professional.
Blue Max can be used very well to remove large quantities of water during installation. The square-edged
squeegee is even stronger, recommended specifically
for safety films
STIFFNESS:

NEW
SMT-3120 | Contour Green
Designed to match all those concave surfaces installers
see every day. A great fit for window film, paint protection
or vinyl installs. The elongated triangular shape gets into
all those hard-to-reach areas.

SMT-3143 | Platinum Contour
Universal squeegee,
window film installers

popular

with

STIFFNESS:

STIFFNESS:

SMT-3107 | Teflon Black
This is a universal squeegee for all types of
films, especially popular with window tinters.
STIFFNESS:

NEW
SMT-3146 | Teflon blue
Teflon squeegees are very popular, available
in a wide selection for any work phase.
STIFFNESS:
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SMT-3118 | Yellow Diamond Tip

INSTALLATION

Diamond Tip hard cards are ideal for bumping edges, and especially handy during the
shrinking process because of their high
heat–resistant material.
STIFFNESS:

NEW
SMT-3160 | YelloTools Allstar Blue
This larger squeegee can be held deeper in
the palm, therefore strains your joints less
with longer jobs. The curved edge helps to
install without wrinkles, since the squeegee
contacts the film always at 30 degrees.
STIFFNESS:

NEW
SMT-3161 | YelloTools Allstar Gold
This larger squeegee can be held deeper in the palm,
therefore strains your joints less with longer jobs.
The curved edge helps to install without wrinkles,
since the squeegee contacts the film always at 30
degrees.
STIFFNESS:

NEW

NEW

SMT-3475 | YelloTools YelloWing

SMT-3476 | YelloTools YelloWing

Allstar Micro

Allstar Poly

Microfiber made from certified materials
for the edge of any AllStar squeegee
(SMT-3160, SMT-3161).

Special felt material that does not leave a
mark on the squeegee after removal for the
edge of any AllStar squeegee (SMT-3160,
SMT-3161).

NEW
SMT-3473 | YelloTools YelloWing Betty
Micro Fibre

Fine microfiber made from certified materials
for the edge of any ProWrap Betty squeegee
(SMT-3162, SMT-3163).

NEW
SMT-3162 | YelloTools ProWrap Betty S32
Thanks to this tool, the squeegee will meet the film at
the right angle at all times.
STIFFNESS:

NEW

NEW
SMT-3474 | YelloTools YelloWing
Betty Poly

Special felt material that does not leave a mark
on the squeegee after removal for the edge
of any ProWrap Betty squeegee (SMT-3162,
SMT-3163).

SMT-3163 | YelloTools ProWrap Betty S40
Thanks to this tool, the squeegee will meet the film at
the right angle at all times.
STIFFNESS:
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INSTALLATION

NEW
NEW

SMT-3263 | YelloTools WrapStick
Sloan Gold

SMT-3260 | YelloTools Wrapstick
Betty Gold

The WrapStick series was developed
for squeegeeing at hard-to-reach spots.
It makes your job more beautiful and
easier, and also makes it unnecessary to
remove certain elements.

The WrapStick series was developed
for squeegeeing at hard-to-reach spots.
It makes your job more beautiful and
easier, and also makes it unnecessary to
remove certain elements.

NEW
SMT-3468 | Self-adhesive felt for
SMT-3260

Felt specifically developed for car wrapping films,
for SMT-3260.

NEW
SMT-3469 | Self-adhesive felt for
SMT-3263

Felt specifically developed for car wrapping films,
for SMT-3263.

NEW
NEW
SMT-3261 | YelloTools Wrapstick
Carson Gold

The WrapStick series was developed
for squeegeeing at hard-to-reach spots.
It makes your job more beautiful and
easier, and also makes it unnecessary to
remove certain elements.

SMT-3470 | Self-adhesive felt for
SMT-3261

Felt specifically developed for car wrapping films,
for SMT-3261.

NEW
SMT-3264 | YelloTools WrapStick
Hook

The WrapStick series was developed
for squeegeeing at hard-to-reach spots.
It makes your job more beautiful and
easier, and also makes it unnecessary to
remove certain elements.

NEW
SMT-3262 | YelloTools WrapStick
HangLoose

The WrapStick series was developed
for squeegeeing at hard-to-reach spots.
It makes your job more beautiful and
easier, and also makes it unnecessary to
remove certain elements.
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NEW
SMT-3265 | YelloTools

WrapStick Tupp

The WrapStick series was developed
for squeegeeing at hard-to-reach spots.
It makes your job more beautiful and
easier, and also makes it unnecessary to
remove certain elements.

INSTALLATION
NEW

NEW

SMT-3428 | Standard weeder

SMT-3429 | Weeding hook

Weeder with a pointed tip for removals.

Special hooked tool for removals
and for film finishings.

NEW
SMT-3438 | Finishing hook for
wrapping

A tool designed for spots that are very hard to
reach, e.g. to place the film under sealings, etc.

NEW
SMT-3431 | Gloves for digital
printing

With printable media it is crucial to
touch the surface of the film only
in gloves, to avoid the film getting
greasy. These cost-efficient gloves
are ideal for this purpose

NEW
SMT-3430 | Full wrap tweezer
with round tips

Weeder with a curved tip for removals.

NEW
SMT-3432 | Gloves for full wrapping
Special gloves designed for car wrapping.

NEW
SMT-3433 | Hexis Magnet
Magnets for film positioning, for
a reasonable price

NEW
SMT-3435 | 18,5” Yellow Turbo
Blade soft

A very popular tool for PPF and window film
squeegeeing

NEW
SMT-3434 | Large holding
magnets

Extra strong, large magnets to fix large
film pieces or to store tools.

NEW
SMT-3436 | Hexis TT32190 double-sided
adhesive tape, 0,019×33M

Double-sided, self-adhesive tape in an industrial
roll size, to fix emblems and other decorational elements. It provides strong bonding even between two
pieces of different raw materials. The adhesive layer
is transparent and 1 mm thick.
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INSTALLATION

YelloTools LacyTip HD

NEW
SMT-3460 | YelloTools LacyTip
HD L Blue

NEW
SMT-3461 | YelloTools LacyTip
HD L Teflon Blue

A tool to install the material under rubber
sealings, seams, mouldings and other
hard-to-reach spots.

A tool to install the material under rubber
sealings, seams, mouldings and other
hard-to-reach spots.

NEW
SMT-3462 | YelloTools LacyTip
HD XL Red

A tool to install the material under rubber
sealings, seams, mouldings and other
hard-to-reach spots.

NEW
SMT-3266 | YelloTools YelloBlade

NEW
SMT-3463 | YelloTools LacyTip
HD XL Teflon Red

A tool to install the material under rubber
sealings, seams, mouldings and other
hard-to-reach spots.

NEW
SMT-3268 | YelloTools YelloBlade
Handle Mini

Handle

If you need to remove a small sign or something
from a hard-to-reach area, this small tool will
help greatly.

Finally, a handled squeegee for comfortable
and fast vinyl removal.

NEW
NEW
SMT-3267 | YelloTools YelloBlade
Orange

Scraping off the film is the most horrible
workphase. This tool will be helpful for such
tasks.
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SMT-3269 | YelloTools YelloBlade
Mini

Scraping off the film is the most horrible
workphase. This tool will be helpful for
such tasks.

INSTALLATION
NEW
SMT-3164 | YelloTools YelloMini

NEW

Hang-Loose 45

SMT-3165 | YelloTools YelloMini

Squeegee for hard-to-reach areas.

Hang-Loose 90

STIFFNESS:

Squeegee for hard-to-reach areas.
STIFFNESS:

NEW

NEW

SMT-3166 | YelloTools

SMT-3167 | YelloTools

YelloMini Blue

YelloMini Gold

Squeegee for hard-to-reach areas with a
unique shape.

Squeegee for hard-to-reach areas with a
unique shape.

STIFFNESS:

STIFFNESS:

NEW
SMT-3464 | YelloTools Lucky

NEW

FlipperPen Duo

SMT-3465 | YelloTools RubberLift

A tool for finishing the edges. Low-friction
plastic for an easy use and aluminium
material for durability.

A tool to lift rubber sealings, without scratches.

NEW
SMT-3147 | Fusion Turbo Pro Pink

NEW

NEW
SMT-3148 | Fusion Turbo Pro Green

SMT-3149 | Fusion Turbo
Pro Black

Trapezoid-shaped soft squeegee especially for
general cleaning purposes and installing paint
protection films. 9 cm edge, in pink colour.

Trapezoid-shaped soft squeegee especially
for installing paint protection films. 9 cm edge,
in green colour.

Trapezoid-shaped semi-soft squeegee
especially for installing paint protection
films. 9 cm edge, in black colour.

STIFFNESS:

STIFFNESS:

STIFFNESS:

NEW
SMT-3466 | YelloTools SignTweezer
Hook 65A

Excellent quality tweezer with a pointed tip
and slanted head, length: 13.4 cm.
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INSTALLATION

SMT-3205 | Pro Squeegee Blade

SMT-3204 | 8″ Pro Squeegee Deluxe

Replacement blade to 8″ Pro Squeegee
(SMT-3204).

At 7 mil and above you will need this squeegee
to remove as much water as possible. The
rigid characteristic makes the Pro Squeegee
Blades ideal for security and anti-graffiti film
installations.

SMT-3208 | Slim Foot
The slim foot has a slender design than
can reach into tighter openings. This no rib
squeegee helps reach behind brake lights and
has a vinyl grip for secure handling.

SMT-3200 | 5-Edged Tool
The 5-Way Tool is great as a trim guide or
wrap it in a paper towel to use it as a „bump
tool” to get water out

SMT-3202 | Slammer

SMT-3220 | 5 ½” Yellow Turbo

Used for cleaning corners and along gaskets,
wicking water out along borders and easily
reaches rear windows and sharp angled corners.

Squeegee Blade

A squeegee used for installation jobs, it can
remove installation liquid from under any film.
Shipped without a handle.

SMT-3221 | 5 ½” Yellow Turbo Squeegee Blade
with a White PVC Handle

A squeegee used for installation jobs, it can remove installation liquid from under any film. Shipped with a white
PVC handle.
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SMT-3206 | Side Swiper
This squeegee is ideal for getting behind brake
lights and in lower areas of rear windows.

INSTALLATION

SMT-3207 | Bulldozer

SMT-3215 | Scrubber
With the help of this tool, you can reach behind
speakers and brake lights, and also remove
adhesive residue from the lower section of
curved rear windows.

The Bulldozer is used in automotive
applications. It allows you to get to those hard
to reach areas, such as behind speakers,
brake lights, low angles and rear windows.
Features a 15 cm squeegee blade and is 38
cm in overall length.

SMT-3203 | Quick Foot Blue
A stiff squeegee with a handle for jobs that
require medium reach. Slim and trim with an
unwrapped handle.
STIFFNESS:

SMT-3201 | Red Titan Plastic Squeegee
Allows longer reach, has a rigid structure for
more water removal, and its unique design will
easily lift inner and upper door seals.

SMT-3218 | The Extruder
Aluminium profile to be fit into an Unger handle
(SMT-1300), which provides an extra wide,
20-cm squeegee head and good stiffness.
The handle and squeegee refills are available
separately.
Channel refill: SMT-3219.

SMT-3219 | 8” Blue Channel
Squeegee Refill

Squeegee refill for The Extruder (SMT-3218).

NEW
SMT- 3439 | Smooth-It Balck

NEW

A tool for restoring squeegee edges. With fine
tension, move the squeegee up and down to
restore its edges. The black version is intended
for more serious damages. Replacement insert:
SMT-3441

SMT-3224 | The Reach squegee,
developed for rear
windscreen tinting

For sedan cars, squeegeeing at the bottom of
the rear windshield is a very hard task. This
revolutionary tool makes it so far the easiest to
finish the material at hard-to-reach spots.

NEW
SMT-3440 | Smooth-It Grey
A tool for restoring squeegee edges. With fine
tension, move the squeegee up and down to
restore its edges. The grey version is intended
for light damages. Replacement insert: SMT-3442
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INSTALLATION

SMT-3401 | Sharpener
This handy device allows you to sharpen the
edges of nearly any hard card, teflon card
or bondo card in your tool box in a matter of
seconds.

SMT-3404 | Avery Gloves
The Application Glove is a soft, seamless cotton
glove that helps smooth graphics over the
application surface and into curves and
recesses. Packed individually.

SMT-3408 | Thin Correcting pen
Used by installers to hide fine line mistakes in
trimming which cause excess light intrusion at
the film edge.

SMT-3407 | Yellow Film Marker
SMT-3410 | Self-adhesive felt

0,75”

Self-adhesive felt stripe.
Hint: For those roll down windows that
lack factory felt.

Handy for three basic purposes: 1) marking film
prior to installation of windows with unusual
shapes (arches, trapezoids, etc.) which must
be cut to approximate shape before the final
“lay-up;” 2) circling a contaminate (hair or fiber)
before pulling back the film to remove it; 3)
marking film edges to check for glass movement
on side roll-ups during the trimming process.
Yellow grease mark easily wipes away.

SMT-3418 | Mercury Pro Spray
A revolutionary novelty in the field of spray cans
– sprays also when the handle is released, and
even when turned upside down, thanks to its
flexible and weighted tube.

SMT-3406 | Teflon Label for Squeegees
This special Tyvek label is designed to stick
on the edge of the squeegee to reduce friction.

SMT-3409 | Thick Correcting Pen
SMT-3421 | Installer’s Primer Pen
The primer pen can be used with any vinyl.
Hint: For critical surfaces, edges and recesses,
where a primer is needed.
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Used by installers to hide fine line mistakes in
trimming which cause excess light intrusion at the
film edge.

INSTALLATION

SMT-3405 | Avery Magnet

SMT-3410 | Self-adhesive felt line, 1.9 cm
SMT-3411 | Self-adhesive felt line, 3.8 cm

The Magnets are a highly practical aid for holding and positioning graphics on a substrate.
The strength of magnetic attraction is
sufficient to replace masking tape.

Self-adhesive felt stripe.
Hint: For those roll down windows that lack
factory felt.

Hint: Very strong magnets, we suggest to
cover the magnet with vinyl in order to avoid
stains on the film due to high pressure.

SMT-3300 | Ultrabond
SMT-3304 | Hexis Gel 1L
SMT-3305 | Hexis Gel 5L
Application gel developed for Hexis Bodyfence
PPF. Its huge advantage is that your workshop
or the showroom will not become soaked,
while your job will be easier by wetting the necessary spots.

3,8L concentrated mounting solution, also ideal for paint protection film
applications.
Hint: Use filtered water not tap
water, as there is a lot of contamination and particles in tap water
which remain under the film and
make your job look like dirty.

NEW
SMT-3306 | Hexis Magic Spray

50 cl

Liquid used to wet the squeegee felt for chrome
and other scratch-sensitive films

NEW
SMT-3420 | WrapGlove
WrapGlove, highly praised by the
signage industry, is now available in
Europe. Try the original WrapGloves,
manufactured in the USA.
• SMT-3420 L
• SMT-3421 XL

SMT-3307 | Supreme Shrink 500 ml
Liquid designed to use below the film, to
enhance shrinking

Hint: These are some real durable
wrapping gloves.
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OTHER TOOLS

SMT-4103 | Steinel Heatgun HG2120 7,5 M cable
SMT-4102 | Steinel HL Scan
Temperature scanner that shows the surface
temperature of the vinyl making the heat fixing
process much faster and more perfect.

A heatgun from the Steinel Professional series, with enhanced power and durability. 2200W output, 80-630 oC,
German design, equipped with a 7,5-meter cable to work
more freely.

SMT-4114 | Laser Labs M200 Tint Meter
Developed to directly measure the light transmission of
vehicle glasses.

SMT-4111 | Glass-Chek PRO
The Glass-Chek PRO is suited perfectly
for glass replacement, but it’s perfect for
many other applications as well. Whether
you’re installing or servicing in the field,
spot checking in production, or inspecting
a building, the Glass-Chek PRO simply
gives you the answers you need.
Hint: Need to make an offer for an
architectural job and you would like
to be sure if the offered film will be
ok, plus being able to give technical
values on a specific glazing rather
than single pane? This ultimate tool
will recognize all window structures.

SMT-4116 | The Jiffy Steamer
A perfect help for installing PPF and chrome
films and fixing them on the edges, as well as
for removing a variety of films by softening the
adhesive. This is a really durable device straight
from the USA - it will work for you for a long time
without any issues.

SMT-4200 | Plasti Dip - Black
Plasti Dip is a multi-purpose, air dry,
special rubber coating. It can be easily
applied by spraying.
Hint: If there is a white screw or a
hinge on the car and you need to
wrap full black, or you need to wrap
a grill, it is time for Plast Dip.
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SMT-4301 | Avery Toolbelt
With the help of Avery Toolbelt, your
tools will always be at hand, you will not
have to run around looking for them.

OTHER TOOLS
NEW
SMT-3467 | YelloTools WrapFinger
If you don’t want to work in gloves but would
welcome them on a finger, WrapFinger is for you.

NEW
SMT-3471 | YelloTools YelloBrush
2-in-1: a brush for finishing the film on rivets
on one end, a needle to punch bubbles on
the other.

NEW
SMT-3472 | YelloTools YelloStrap

NEW

Toolstrap for the wrist with uniquely variable
storage spaces.

SMT-4303S | Speedclip to hold
open rolls, small

Speedclip to hold open rolls, 8 cm
diameter

NEW
SMT-4303L | Speedclip to hold
open rolls, large

Speedclip to hold open rolls, 12 cm
diameter

NEW
NEW
SMT-4305 | YelloTools GladiBelt

SMT-2405 | YelloTools WrapBend-it
flexible wire

It copies the contours and outer dimensions
of shapes and transfer them to the film.

A belt for heat guns - its leather
protects from burns, the metallic tube
leads off the heat
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SkyFol Automotive Window Films
Professionals behind SkyFol compiled a selection based on their experience of nearly 40 years. These films are
manufactured by CP Films, Avery Dennison Hanita and Garware Polyester, among others. Should you need window
films for highly advanced heat protection or simply to protect passengers’ privacy, you will find an appropriate film
among the 7 series offered. Quality, reliability, service. SkyFol.

COLOR STABLE
SPECTRALLY SELECTIVE
DIAMOND SRC
ULTIMATE HEAT REJECTION

SKYFOL NT PRO SERIES
One of the most developed manufacturing technologies that
exist today, with the help of which the film can provide the
strongest heat protection possible. Outstanding IR filtering,
durable dying technology while extrusion. The Skyfol NT Pro
series represents the highest level of window film manufacturing, its extreme heat protection guaranteed by Lintec, the
inventor of the technology.

Automotive

Premium Line

EASY SHRINK
COLOR STABLE
SPECTRALLY SELECTIVE
DIAMOND SRC
EXTREME HEAT REJECTION

Automotive

SKYFOL NT SERIES
Combined with ceramic manufacturing technology, in its lighter
versions with added IR technology. These films contain a multitude of extremely thin layers, which result in up to 30%
higher heat protection. Its carbon-based, solvent-resistant
dying perfectly resists mutations, so the NT series will not
fade, even in the slightest. The Skyfol NT series is manufactured using the most developed production technology.

Premium Line

INSIGHT PROTECTION
DIAMOND SRC
HEAT REJECTION
EASY SHRINK
COLOR STABLE

Automotive

Professional Line

SKYFOL

SERIES

Carbon dying technology is one of the most durable methods
in the industry. As opposed to traditional deep dyed window
flms, SkyFol CarbonX will not have a difference from its original
light transmission even after years. Carbon dying provides a
heat protective feature for the flm, without the use of metals.
This revolutionary technology results in a flm that is easy to
install, but which has good heat protection.

EASY SHRINK
INSIGHT PROTECTION
DIAMOND SRC
HEAT REJECTION

SKYFOL HP SERIES
A professional heat protection film series that is easy to install,
with 7 VLTs – one of the most popular ranges with Skyfol.
The Skyfol HP automotive window film series is an American
product manufactured with the most developed pigments.
It provides long-term reliable performance, without fear of
turning purple or getting detached from the surface after years.

Automotive

Professional Line

INSIGHT PROTECTION
DIAMOND SRC
HEAT REJECTION

SKYFOL HP PRO SERIES
The fine metallic layer in the Skyfol HP Pro series filter IR
radiation, therefore protects from scorching heat – it makes
your journey more comfortable by filtering light and heat, too.
The dying of the HP Pro series happens right during the first
step of manufacturing, therefore it is the most durably dying
technology in the industry – performance will be reliable on the
long run.

Automotive

Economy

INSIGHT PROTECTION
DIAMOND SRC

SKYFOL NR SERIES
The economical, yet durable Skyfol NR series is produced with
dying during extrusion – it is the perfect privacy protection
film. If heat protection is not a priority but you would like stable
privacy protection, this series is the best choice.

Automotive

Economy

For more information, please contact our customer service by phone +36 1 410 7611 or at info@skyfol.com

Developed for babies
SKYFOL BABYGUARD IS THE UNIQUE PRODUCT OF ONE OF THE LEADING
MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD, PRODUCED EXCLUSIVELY FOR SKYFOL.
THIS SERIES IS REVOLUTIONARY: AN AUTOMOTIVE WINDOW FILM RANGE
DEVELOPED SPECIFICALLY FOR YOUNG CHILDREN, BROUGHT TO EUROPE
BY SKYFOL.

UV
99%
1%
5%
5%

VL
95%
IR
95%

•

The Skyfol BabyGuard series produced using nano
technology contains a multitude of very thin layers, with the
help of which it is capable of more than 95% IR filtering with
any VLT.

•

One of the most durable products in the industry that shows
no sign of fading even after 10 years.

•

It can be installed with ease and quickly.

•

With its solar energy transmission of 5%, the sensation of
heat will practically be eliminated in the car.

•

The series has a unique UV protection of 99.9%, as it utilizes
the UV filtering materials of so-called „museum films”, used
for the protection of valuable objects from fading.

•

Thanks to its thickness of 50 microns and to its safety
adhesive, it keeps the window in one piece in case of
breakage better than regular window films.

•

Up to 95% insight protection with clear vision.

K+R Kereskedelmi Kft. 1195 Budapest, Hofherr Albert utca 3/a
www.skyfol.com • info@skyfol.com • +36 1 410 7611

